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Bobby Lewis - What A Walk
Misc Unsigned Bands

What A Walk:Bobby Lewis.
#77 on BB Hot 100 on BELTONE Records
in 1961.

#1.
D#
It looked like the Twist..it moved like the Slop.
                               D#7
And everytime I see it, boy..I nearly blow my top.

CHORUS:
          G#
She got a walk (got a walk..got a walk, got a 
                 D#
walk..oh, what a walk (what a walk..what a walk, 

what a walk.)
    A#                             G#
She gotta catch your eye..when you see her passing by..
       D#   A#
what a walk.

#2.
    D#
She don t have to dance, The Pony or The Bop..she cross 
                                D#7
against the light and bring the traffic to a stop.

CHORUS:
          G#
She got a walk (got a walk..got a walk, got a 
                 D#
walk..oh, what a walk (what a walk..what a walk, 

what a walk.)
    A#                             G#
She doesn t have a notion what she doing with that motion..
       D#
what a walk.

BRIDGE:
            G#                                 D#
Yeah, yeah..she really is a big sensation..I m telling you, 

she s the most.
        G#                               F
Oh, the biggest thing to hit the nation..anywhere from coast 



   A#
to coast.

#3.
        D#
Oh, she wiggle to the left..she wiggle to the right..and you 
                              D#7
forget the time and place and everything in sight.

CHORUS:
          G#
She got a walk (got a walk..got a walk, got a 
                  D#
walk)..oh, what a walk (what a walk..what a walk, 

what a walk.)
   A#                          G#
No one can entertain her..boy, there isn t any greater..
       D#   A#
what a walk.

(INTERLUDE:) D# D#7 G# D# A# G# D# A#

#4.
        D#
Oh, she wiggle to the left..she wiggle to the right..and you 
                              D#7
forget the time and place and everything in sight.

OUTRO::
          G#
She got a walk (got a walk..got a walk, got a 
                  D#
walk)..oh, what a walk (what a walk..what a walk, 
    A#                            G#
But if there s any doubt what I m talking about..
     D#   G        C
it s very clear to see..
         D#                     A#
that the girl, the crazy little girl..(what a crazy little girl).
                                         D#
is a tiny little puppy dog..walking with me.
 D#                  G#           A#          D#
(What a walk, what a walk..what a walk..ruff, ruff.)

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.


